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Just a quick hello from me, Gareth, the
new intern at the AHO. I‟ve been working here at the office two days a week
for just over a month and plan to continue for at least a few months more. I was
lucky enough to grow up on Scotland Island where I spent most of my time on the
water or going feral in the bush. Kids on
„The Island‟ are extremely lucky in the
sense that from a young age they have the
chance to develop a strong connection
with the bush. Most of my time was spent
exploring, getting lost, swimming and any
other sort of mischief I could find. Having
to manage all your water use, sewage,
boats and rubbish also gives Island kids
an early insight into the impact that the
way we live has on our land. Now living on
the „mainland‟, my work with the AHO
gives me a great opportunity to reconnect
with the bush.
At Sydney Uni I studied Socio-Legal
Studies which brushed on some of the
issues of heritage law, but there was a lot
left to be learnt. Since completing my degree I have done the Lifeline telephone
counselling course and interned at a social
justice organisation called Justice Action.
This NGO looks to address abuses of
power and issues of mental health in the
prison system. It was here that I gained
some insight into what it was like to work
alongside marginalised groups. The overrepresentation of Indigenous people in our
ineffective correctional system was an issue that was alarming to say the least. In
looking at some of the problems that contribute to this injustice, it became clear that
the alienation from culture, country and
traditional ways of life was a major contributing factor to the hardships endured by
indigenous communities. It was from here
that I developed an interest in the importance of heritage and the work that the

AHO carries out. After a lengthy recruitment
process involving many other candidates and a
number of thorough interviews, I finally began my
internship at the AHO. Since then I‟ve been desperately trying to familiarize myself with the labyrinth of heritage legislation. The only match for
the confusion of this dull-edged maze of regulations is the politics surrounding the staff coffee
order. While Geoff has been frantically trying to
get me up to speed with why we no longer get
our coffee from Twenty Eight Espresso, he has
also managed to squeeze in a few details about
site work. I can‟t tell you how much I‟ve enjoyed
my time so far out in the field. Geoff is infinitely
knowledgeable about all things bush and his patience and enthusiasm has helped me along a
very steep learning curve. For the last few weeks
Geoff and I have been conducting site monitoring
and surveying around Middle Cove, Echo Point,
Seaforth, Manly Dam, Bushlands Reserve in
Lane Cove and an education session with some
„indifferent‟ teens at St Augustine‟s High.
I think it‟s fair to say that most of us would
struggle to survive solely off the land. Seeing
some of our sites, one realises that on the other
hand, the traditional peoples of the Sydney region had developed a sustainable way of life.
They had a deep connection with the wonder of
the region and their resourcefulness allowed
them to live a relatively leisurely existence. There
is a lot to be learned from the past, that is for
sure. From here I look forward to ongoing field
work, shedding some of my naivety about Aboriginal culture and the politics surrounding heritage and maybe, just maybe, I‟ll someday understand the history of the AHO coffee order.

Phil’s Rant
Skin Deep
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Where does skin colour come from? It is one current
theory that in the old days, when we looked more like
chimps, we had pale skin and lots of hair. This would be
up to about 1.5 million years ago. Then our early
hominin ancestors left the forests, jettisoned some hair
(to cool down on the hot plains of Africa) and darkened
up.

One of the unintended consequences of the imperial era has been the mixing of human skin
types around the globe. Dark skinned people
live in areas previously only inhabited by lighter
skinned folk, and vice versa. I am sure the British never entertained the idea that by colonising
large parts of the world the descendents of the
largely subjugated people residing there would
For the next 1 million years or so our ancestors living in eventually begin to colonise the British Isles.
Africa had dark skin. Then, from about 100,000 years
ago (so the current theories go), modern humans So here we are in Australia, an increasingly
started migrating out of Africa and the pigmentation of multi-cultural land, but many of us still exhibiting
skin changed with it.
a „lighter shade of pale‟. What does evolution
have in store for those of us who are
It is argued that skin cancer was not the prime evolu- „pigmentally‟ and geographically challenged?
tionary agent in changing skin colour, as reproduction Well, apparently passing on the genes is OK as
could take place before skin cancers developed and long as we don‟t overcook ourselves before
killed, but rather it was in response to UV radiation childbearing age. But once the offspring have
damage to folate in the blood1. Folate (folic acid, or Vi- sprung, our individual longevity is very much
tamin B9) is very important in the production of red dependant on, 1) how much sun we‟ve had, 2)
blood cells. It is also has a vital role in helping the how early we catch the carcinomas and melanogrowth of cells and in relation to the synthesis and re- mas. For most of us it‟s not a question of if, but
pair of DNA. Low folate levels affect fertility and can re- when (my first surgical removal was in Novemsult in diseases and birth defects. Interestingly, folate ber-see photo). And future generations of pale
comes from the Latin word folium, which means riders will need all the technology and all the
„leaf‟ (ie “Eat your greens!”), although we now get a lot precautions to successfully hand on those pale
of folate from bread and grains/cereals.
genes. Of course, since we‟re all human together, does it really matter what colour skin
While hominins were living under the hot sun of Africa people have in the future?
(without the tree cover of their forest-dwelling ancesBlack fella, white fella.
tors) individuals with lighter skin pigmentation had a
Yellow fella, any fella.
higher chance of UV damage to their folate levels that
It doesn't matter, what your colour.
would adversely affect their cell health, DNA and fertilAs long as you, a true fella.
ity. The theory goes (and theories have a habit of being
Warumpi Band
disproven or modified) that this would put evolutionary
1. Nina G. Jablonski and George Chaplin, 2009 “Human skin
pressure on darker skin to flourish. As populations
pigmentation as an adaptation to UV radiation”
headed into higher latitudes where UV intensity was
less, and where clothing became more commonly used,
the selective pressures for only dark-skinned individuals
to survive and reproduce became less. For tens of
thousands of years different human populations, with
small scale migrations over relatively small areas, have
been adapting to different climates and UV regimes.
Then, from the middle of the twentieth century, the
Europeans began a new era of migration that would
eventually include the European takeover of this continent.

If you command wisely, you'll be obeyed cheerfully.

Don't find fault, find a remedy.
Santa Claus has the right idea. Visit people once a year.
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How many stars are in our universe?
Based on my estimates, there are between 200 400 billion stars in the Milky Way galaxy. There
are possibly 100 billion galaxies in the Universe.
So taking this as the average of our galaxy then it
would
add
up
to
around
The closest Major Galaxy to earth is Andromeda. It is 10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 stars give or
2.5 million light years away. So to work out how many take a few billion. This equates to the same nummiles you would have to travel to get there a quick ber of grains of sand that are on Earth!
and easy calculation is the speed of light is 186,000
miles per second. You multiply this number with how
many seconds in a year which is 31,536,000 and then You maybe thinking, if in fact your still reading this
multiply this with 2,500,000. This should give you a jibber jabber, why this topic? Well try travelling out
rough idea of the distance to Andromeda. of the city to the bush, far away from any lights.
14,696,563,432,959,020,000 miles, 14 Quintillion Look up at the sky on a clear evening and give
miles give or take a few Quadrillion.
your eyes a few minutes to adjust, then you will
notice the stars with a whole new perspective. Let
A Dwarf Galaxy, Canis Major, is actually our closest your imagination run wild because all those 10
neighbour at 25,000 light years away, an easy sextillions of stars would have planets and
146,965,634,329,590,200 (146 Quadrillion) miles moons, which just threw the numbers out by 100
away, again give or take a few trillion.
sextillion and the latest estimates gained by the
Hubble space telescope places the estimate of
So an important fact to realise when we look at the 500 billion Galaxies each with about 300 billion
night sky is that we see the past. The vision we see is stars for each galaxy.
what the sky looked like in some cases millions of
years ago. To be able to look at the past and what
was is a thrill, but imagine we could look at the stars Does anything travel faster than light?
in the present. What would they look like? Would they
exist at all? Which ones would be closer or further No!
away?
This brings us to distance on earth and travelling.
Next time you go away on holidays and start driving
imagine the mere distance of 1,000 miles and compare it to the greater universe. It wouldn't even measure up to any relevant distance at all.
Imagine being able to travel at the speed of light and
how long it would take you to get there to your destination. 1,000 miles could be done in less than the
blink of an eye. Circum-navigate the equator approximately 7.5 times in one second. An around the would
trip in thousandths of a second.
How many Planets orbit our Sun?
Well there are 8 planets & 1 dwarf planet Pluto which
was downgraded to a dwarf. Shame about Pluto!

Apart from Superman that is!!!
Start a Petition to bring back Pluto as a planet!
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Education Section
1.

Ngamba are Murri? T/F?

2.

Koori people are only found on the East Coast? T/F?

3.

Elders are Aboriginal people over 50? T/F?

4.

Pay Back is a form of punishment? T/F?

5.

Only women used fishing lines prior to 1788? T/F?

6.

Only women danced in Ceremonies? T/F?

7.

Men and Women sat in the one circle? T/F?

8.

A Bora ring is for lighting fires? T/F?

9.

There are three rings in a Bora ground? T/F?

Q1.....................................................
Q2.....................................................
Q3.....................................................
Q4.....................................................
Q5.....................................................
Q6.....................................................
Q7.....................................................
Q8.....................................................
Q9.....................................................

Puzzles


Daniel, my son, is exactly one fifth of my age. In 21 years time, I will be exactly twice his
age. My wife is exactly seven times older than my daughter, Jessica. In 8 years time, my
wife will be three times older then Jessica. How old are Daniel and Jessica now?



I am that which is hunted, and this panes me. Do you dig, Stone?
What am I?



Mary was working in a chemistry lab with a mixture of chemicals that was 90% water and
weighed 20 pounds. After returning to the lab from a weekend break, she calculated the
mixture was now 50% water. How much does the mixture now weigh? For purposes of this
puzzle, assume the non-water part of the mixture was not affected by evaporation.



Below is a short poem to help you determine the next letter in the sequence that follows:
Both backward and forward I may go But just one way makes sense Don't you know So
don't be confused, don't be surprised All you must do Is use your eyes What comes next?



Captain is to Private as Master is to ?



I was framed, yet I didn't commit a crime, and the person who framed me committed no
crime. How is this possible?



Which country has been hidden in the paragraph below: The local habitat around a railway track can be very interesting. For example, supporting the track is a sleeper, under which you can
find the lesser spotted great weevil.



Three people check into a hotel. They pay $30 to the manager and go
to their room. The manager suddenly remembers that the room rate is
$25 and gives $5 to the bellboy to return to the people. On the way to
the room the bellboy reasons that $5 would be difficult to share among
three people so he pockets $2 and gives $1 to each person. Now each
person paid $10 and got back $1. So they paid $9 each, totalling $27.
The bellboy has $2, totalling $29. Where is the missing $1?

Last Months quiz answers

1.

True

2.

True

3.

False

4.

True

5.

False

6.

Fiishing

7.

True

8.

False

9.

true

Education

by Karen Smith
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Have you ever met Gary Oakley from the Australian War Memorial? He is the hard working Aboriginal
Liaison Officer at the Australian War Memorial in Canberra. Working with the suport of Veterans Affairs,
AIATSIS, National Archives, the Indigenous Affairs section of the Australian Defence Force and various
other State archives and private collections, he is slowly putting together the history of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in the wars from the Boer War to the present which is, and will be, housed at the
Australian War Memorial. His work is revealing other benefits with people locating family in Defence Force
records. I thank him for the information he has provided to me.
Many Aboriginal people who tried to enlist in the First World War were rejected on grounds of race. As this
was up to the Recruiting Officer, who had the final say, those that persisted found that some were able to
join. They found the AIF treated them as equals, they were paid the same as white soldiers and were generally accepted without prejudice while in uniform, except for the Torres Strait Islander Battalion who were
paid less. When one conscription referendum had been lost in the early 1900s, restrictions against race
were eased. A Military Order stated the following “Half- Castes may be enlisted in the Australian Imperial
Force provided that the Examining Officers are satisfied that one of the parents is of European origin.”
It is not known why so many Aboriginal people wanted to join the war but loyalty and patriotism played a
part and also the thought they were protecting their land and community. There was the incentive of a
wage and the thought that after the war equality would have continued. Many Aboriginal servicemen experienced equal treatment for the first time in their lives in the army but upon returning to civilian life they
were treated with the same discrimination and prejudice as before.
The army began to employ Aboriginal people in the Northern Territory in 1933 but conditions were similar
to pastoral stations with long hours, poor housing and diet and low pay. During the war, when the army
took over control of settlements from the Native Affairs Branch, conditions greatly improved. Adequate
housing and sanitation, fixed working hours, proper rations and access to medical treatment in Army hospitals became available.
At the start of the Second World War, many Aboriginal and Torres Strait islander men and women increasingly enlisted or were conscripted, but in 1940, the Defence Committee decided that the enlistment
of Indigenous Australians was “neither necessary or desirable”. When Japan entered the war the need for
manpower forced this to change. The Torres Strait Islanders formed the first ever totally Indigenous unit,
the Torres Strait Islander Light Infantry Battalion, but always sergeants and above were white. By 1944
almost every able bodied male in the Torres Strait had enlisted. By proportion to population, no community
in Australia contributed more to the war than the Islanders of the Torres Strait.
The RAAF sited airfields and radar stations close to missions that could provide labour. Aboriginal people
in defence work were working on construction sites, army butcheries and on army farms. They drove
trucks, handled cargo, worked as aids in hospitals and provided general labour around camps.
Over 50 Aboriginal men were recruited in 1942 and served as a guerrilla force for scouting and reconnaissance in Arnhem Land, a tradition that is still carried on today by the Aboriginal people of the Regional
Force Surveillance Units. Hundreds of Aboriginal people served in the 2nd AIF and the militia, hundreds
also dying, some as POWs. The first Japanese POW captured in WW2 by Australians was captured by
two Aboriginal men.
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After the Second World War the army reimposed restrictions on Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander enlistment but in 1949 all race restrictions were lifted.
Since then Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders have served in the Korean
S
War, Malaya, Borneo, Vietnam and nearly every other Peace Keeping operation
H E L
that Australia has sent personnel to. Today the Australian Defence Force has
E
D A M P
taken onboard that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders are a valued part of
M
O
the Defence Force of Australia and recruit Indigenous Australians for both uniP O P E formed and civilian sections in the ADF.

Last Months Answers Crossword

Neanderthals & Man Caves
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by Dave Watts

Recently I embarked on the construction of a man cave. During a bourbon session with my next door
neighbour Al we talked about a man cave. Al, being an electronics engineer, and myself, having the skills
in building, together we could make a perfect retreat.
After much researching about man caves I came across countless internet
sites. Huge sites with galleries of man caves men have completed and all
the bits and pieces that go into these caves. It looked as if this could be a
money pit with endless toys & novelties we men enjoy. I gave this idea of
building a man cave serious thought and planning. There is a room above
my two car garage. Roughly six meters by six meters! Perfect! Only problem was my teenage son lived in it. Thought to myself, not a problem as
he is a grot and was constantly being told to keep the room neat and tidy
because from the back balcony visitors could see his mess. Showed him
my ideas and explained it would be a man‟s cave with toys and things to
kick back chill and enjoy. I put all my ideas down on paper and measuring the space and room for important man cave novelties.
After a brief discussion we agreed he move into the house into one of the
spare rooms and gets his own room with ensuite. Took a whole day just to
get his stuff out and two trips to the tip. Costly but worth the effort.
OK so now I have a room! I have some plans and ideas and now a budget!
Crikey have to talk this over with the Mrs!!! I knew I had a fair amount of
stuff to use and utilize for a mans cave and after scrounging around I found
I could start with a budget of $800 for the first stage.
The very next day I went to the hardware store and grabbed some timber. 4
x 3, 4 x 2 and screws, nails and bits and pieces. Thought the first thing is the position of the bar? Well 3
hours of thought and constant measuring I came up with an idea of height and depth. The bar will be 3.1m
x 1.8m and height to the existing ceiling.
The bar I thought should be facing out to the rest of the room from the back wall and built inns. Made the
frame and floor and started the build. It took me several days by myself to build just the frame after work.
Next stage was to panel the bar and make the bench top and working area. After an inspection by Al and
figuring out the electrics. I shot back to the hardware store and grabbed some MDF sheets. MDF is heavy
and after getting the sheets from the driveway into the room I was exhausted. The weekend came along
so I started the mammoth task of cutting and fitting sheets to complete the bar. Once this was done I did a
huge clean up. One vac died from the mess and over worked. The clean up took a full day and another
trip to the tip. The bar was finished apart from painting it and the hardest problem was what colour? As the
original carpet is red & hours of thinking and great pondering went into this step.
Al dropped over to hook up the down lights and work out what electrics were needed. Another mate Brad
dropped over on the Sunday and ran all the wiring for the flat screen and speakers and also mounted the
TV and Foxtel.
The next week I had an attack of kidney stones and was off work. All I could do is sit in the room and plan
the next stage. I was unable to do any lifting or any more work to the cave, but this gave me the opportunity to think things through. I looked through web sites of other caves and what goes in them. Well painting was the next step and the Mrs. was glad to help. She also was gracious in buying 4 bar stools for me.
I picked out a dark colour for the bar and we painted it. My son was a big help and when we finished realised it was a deep purple not the colour I chose but it did look spick.
Next step was another clean up and another trip to the tip. Picked out my
stuff from the garage to hang on the walls and worked out were I could put
them. This stage was hard because I had to leave the built in wardrobe
there for house storage and I had a book shelf with all our DVD‟s. At one
end of the room are the doors for the built inns so I lifted the book shelf up
off the ground 2 inches and screwed it to one of the doors. Now when you
need to get to the storage the book shelf moves with the door.... Problem
solved.
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Next went up the punching bag, Swords that belonged to my late Dad and a
Dart board & also a rack for all my bike gear.
I was lucky to buy a small pool table on eBay. Also I had a lounge that we
didn't need from the house. Al came back and hooked up an Amp and
worked out the wiring for DVD and CD player. Also he nutted out the computer which sits behind the bar and hooked up the speakers through the
amp and runs to the flat screen to play ITunes through it. Man is a genius!
We had an old fridge down stairs and with a bit of cleaning and hard yakka
placed it in the bar area. My son had a small drinks fridge as well. Started to buy glass hangers which are
cheap if you look around.
By now the budget had a blow out and reached $1,100. The room was almost
done. All that was left to do was the fiddly bits dressing up the bar and tiles for
the bar floor. This step took a few days to do.
Well to sum up the main aim of the project was to have an area where I could
keep my things that I have collected over the years. A space where I had control of what went in there. A space to shut the door and watch the footy or car
racing. A place for my friends to enjoy and also a place to be a cave man!!!!! Ugh!
Every man needs a shed or man cave and I now have a cave with style.... If your thinking of doing this my
best advice is ask people who have done this and think of a budget and stick to your budget. Think about
what things you already have to use and keep it as simple as possible with the first stages. You can always add to it latter on if needed. Do as much as you can yourself and friends are a blessing.
Don't let it become a money pit! The reality is a man cave should be
a place to relax and ponder!!! Not a place to worry!
For further information please contact the Editor in chief!!!!!!!!

Man Cave Rules
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

No flowers, potpourri or any kind of sweet smelling scent is allowed
The following channels are banned: Lifetime, WE TV, LMN or anything involving
Oprah or Martha Stewart.
No Snuggies.
All language is tolerated
No talking about what he or she is wearing while singing the National Anthem
No crying is allowed.
Under no circumstances do you give up your remote. You can let others try it out,
but when the action is on the tube, that thing stays with you.
All chick flicks are banned.
Talk about your feelings results in a life time Ban.
Man is always right when in the Man Cave.

Man Cave Must Have’s
1.
2.
3.
4.

A really big TV. It must be at least 40 inches.
A really loud sound system. Here's the test to determine if it's loud enough: Your wife
must yell at you at least 10 times during the weekend to turn it down.
A really comfortable sofa designed so you can fall asleep on it within 10 minutes with a
remote in one hand.
Man Cave Rule book.

North View.

South View.

The Bar

East from Behind the Bar.
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Poster Competition
year 3–4
Abby Kidston
Year 3
Abbotsleigh Junior School
Poster Competition
year 5-6
Taleisha Sutherland-Robinson
Year 5
Ryde Public School

Poster Competition
year 7-9
Zoe Sadler
Year 9
Ravenswood School for Girls

Poster Competition
year 10-12
Jessica Lin
Year10

Ryde Secondary School

POSTER COMPETITION ENTRIES

Recipe of the Year
Roasted Macadamia Nut Encrusted Seared Eye Fillet

200g Eye Fillet 50g, roasted macadamia nuts, 50mls macadamia nut oil, 1/2
teaspoon ground pepper leaf, 1 teaspoon roasted wattle seed, 1 cup basic jus
Method
Place macadamia nuts in a pre-heated 180 degree oven and roast until golden brown approx 15 mins. Once
removed from oven, drop temp to 150 degrees. Place the nuts in a mortar and pestle with the native mountain pepper and roughly crush and set aside.
In a hot frying pan, drizzle the macadamia oil and sear the eye fillet until golden brown. Remove from pan
and place on a rack. Encrust the fillet with the crushed macadamia nuts, and sit in a warm oven to rest.
Make a basic gravy. Add the roasted wattle seeds to infuse the jus for approx 5 min’s.
Serve the eye fillet with seasoned vegies, and coat the plate with the jus or gravy.
Enjoy!

Joke of the Year
In a small town a charity office realised that the organisation had never received a donation
from the town's most successful lawyer. The person in charge of contributions called him to
persuade him to contribute.
"Our research shows that out of a yearly income of at least 1 million dollars you give not a
penny to charity. Wouldn't you like to give back to the community in some way?"
The lawyer mulled this over for a moment and replied, "First, did your research also show
that my mother is dying after a long illness, and has medical bills and care that are several
times her annual income?"
Embarrassed, the charity rep mumbled, "Um ... no."
The lawyer interrupts, "or that my brother, a disabled veteran, is blind and confined to a
wheelchair?"
The stricken charity rep began to stammer out an apology, but was interrupted again.
"or that my sister's husband died in a traffic accident," the lawyer's voice rising in indignation, "leaving her penniless with three children?!"
The humiliated charity rep, completely beaten, said simply, "I had no idea..."
On a roll, the lawyer cut him off once again, "So if I don't give any money to them, why
should I give any to you?"

Well its that time of the year again
when we have a break from work
and enjoy some time out. The next
issue of the news letter will be for
January 2013. From the Staff of
the Aboriginal Heritage Office we
all wish everyone a peaceful ,
happy and safe Christmas and
New Year. Hope to see our readers
at our Xmas party.

